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ON THE CAUCHY PROBLEM FOR ANALYTIC

SEMIGROUPS WITH WEAK SINGULALITY

By

Kenichiro Umezu

Introduction and Results

Let X be a Banach space with norm ||･|| and $ a linear operator defined

in X. We consider the following initial-value problem: Given an element

mog! and an Z-vauled function / defined on an interval /=[0, T], find an X-

valued function u defined on / such that

(*)

du

~dt (f)=Htt(O+/(O, 0<t£T,

u(0)―uo.

In this paper, under the condition that the operator 91 generates an analytic

semigroup with weak singularity, we give sufficientconditions on the function

/ for the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the problem (*).

We say that a function u(t)is a strictsolution or simply a solution of the

problem (*) if it satisfiesthe following three conditions:

(1.1)

(1.2)

(1.3)

tt=C([O, T]; Z^C^O, T]; Z).

m(O is in the domain 3){%)of the operator % for Q<t^T.

u(O)=uQ and
du

dt
(t)=Wu(jt)+f(t), 0<t£T.

Here C([0, T]; X) denotes the space of continuous functions on [0, T] taking

values in X, and Cx((0, T]; X) denotes the space of continuously differentiable

functions on (0, T] taking values in X, respectively.

We recall the following fundamental result in the theory of analytic semi-

groups (cf. Pazy [2] : Tanabe [4]):

Theorem 1.0. Assume that the following three assumptions are satisfied:

(A.I) The operator 91 is a densely defined, closed linear operator in X.

(A.2) There exist constants 0<ft><7r/2 and ^0<0 such that the resolvent set

of 21 contains the region I(q))={X^C; |argG?―^0)|<7r/2+<y}.
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(A.3) // 0<£<g>, then there exists a constant C(s)>0 such that the resolvent

(51―X)'1 satisfiesthe estimate:

WW-JO-l^
C(e)

l+UI
;£l(e)

Then the operator 21 generates a semigroup ez% in X which is analytic in

the sector d(co)={z=t+is(EC; z=£0,＼avgz＼<a)}.

If 0<r<l, we let

Cr([0, T] ; X)=the space of Xvalued, continuous functions f(t) on [0, T]

such that we have ＼＼f(t)-f(s)＼＼£M＼t-s＼r,t, se[0, T] for

some constant M>0.

Now it is known (cf. Pazy [2], Theorem 3.2) that the following theorem

holds.

Theorem 1.1. Assume that the operator $ satisfiesAssumptions (A.I), (A.2)

and (A.3). 7//eC([0, T] ; X) wzY/z0<r^l, f/u?n,for any w.el, f/ieproblem

(*) /zasa unique solution which takes the following form:

(1.4) u(t)=etnu0+[tea-s^f(s)ds
Jo

The next Besov space version of Theorem 1.1is due to Muramatu [1] (see

[1], Theorem B).

Theorem 1.2. Assume that the operator 51 satisfiesAssumptions (A.I), (A.2)

and (A.3). If f belongs to the Besov space ££,i((0,T); X), then, for any uog

X, the problem (*) has a unique solution which takes the form of (1.4).

Remark 1.1. Theorem 1.2 is a generalization of Theorem 1.1. In fact,

the following inclusion holds:

U C([0, 7]; *)£#U(0,7); X).
o<rsi

Example 1.1. The following function / belongs to the space ££,i((0,T);

/?),but does not belong to the spaces Cr([0, 71: R) for any (Xr^l.

if

if

0<t^T,

*=0.

1

log?

0

For the precise definition of the Besov space jB£,i((O,T); X), we refer to

Section 2.
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We say that the operator 91 satisfiesAssumption (AS)<? with O<0<1 if it

satisfiesAssumptions (A.I) and (A.2) and the following weaker assumption than

(A.3):

(A.3)<? If 0<e<a), then there exists a constant C(e)>0 such that the

resolvent (SI―X)'1 satisfiesthe estimate:

≫(M-*"1||s(iW- ^(£)-

By Theorem 5.3 of Taira [3], we know that the operator 91 which satisfies

Assumption (AS),? with O<0<1 generates an analytic semigroup ez% such that

lk*all^
Mo

z l~d
z<=A(a>)

Thus, such an analytic semigroup as ez% may be called an analytic semigroup

with weak singularity. We remark that Assumption (A.3)i is nothing but

Assumption (A.3).

A concrete example of 91 which satisfies Assumption (AS),? is given by

Taira [3]. Furthermore, Taira [3] has demonstrated that the operator 91

generates an analytic semigroup et% which does not necessarily have the follow-

ing property:

lim etRu0=u0 for all uQ^X.
Itl-≫0tei(≪>)

Here J(<y)={AeC; ＼argA＼<a)}. More precisely, using fractional powers of the

operator 91, Taira [3] has proved that if Assumption (AS),? is satisfied, then

the operator 91 generates an analytic semigroup e1R which has the property

Jim emu0―Ua
11l-≫0teJ(cu)

for all uoe^)((―%)a) with 1―6<a<l. Here if the operator 91 satisfiesAssump-

tions (A.I),(A.2) and (A.3)*, we can define the fractional powers (―9l)"a of 9t

for 1-0<≪<1 bv

(

21)-" =
sinas

■k

and also define the fractional powers (―31)" by

(-$)*=the inverse of (-St)"a.

By the definition of (―9I)a,we have the following:

3){%)(Z£){{-W)CLX, l-d<a<6,
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The following theorem is due to Taira [3] (cf. [3], Theorem 8.2). In the

case 0 = 1. the theorem coincides with Theorem 1.1.

Theorem 1.3. Assume that the operator 21 satisfies Assumption (AS)e with

1/2<0<1. // /eC([0, T]; A') with l-0<r^l, then, for any uo^W((-W)

with 1 ―0<a<0, the problem (*) has a unique solution which takes the form of

(1.4).

In this paper, using Besov space theory, we prove the following result:

Theorem 1.4. Assume that the operator % satisfiesAssumption {AS)e with

1/2<0<1. // / belongs to the Besov space S^T?((0,T); X), then, for any woe

3){{―%)a) with l ―8<.a<8, the problem (*) has a unique solution which takes the

form of (1.4).

Remark 1.2. Theorem 1.4 is a generalization of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem

1.2. In fact, the following inclusion holds (cf. Corollary 2.1 and Remark 2.2):

U C([0, T]; *)£fltf((0,T); X).

Example 1.2. The following function / belongs to the space Blr,i((0,T);

R), but does not belong to the spaces C([0, T]; R) for any 1―6<jSl-

/(0=
if 0<t£T,

if f=0.

log?
o

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:

In Section 2 we state the basic definition and properties of Besov spaces

that will be used in the sequel.

In Section 3 we present a brief description of the analytic semigroups with

weak singularity generated by the operator St which satisfiesAssumption (AS)<?

with O<0<1.

Section 4 is devoted to the proof of our main Theorem 1.4 by following the

argument in the proof of Theorem B of Muramatu [11.

2. Besov spaces

This section is devoted to a description of the definitionand properties of

Besov spaces (for the details,see Muramatu [1]). We define Besov spaces on

an open set Q in RN, but, in this paper, only use the case when Q is an open

interval I(N=1).
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Let Q be an open setin i?'v,I a Banach space with norm ||-||,l^p<oo

and m a non-negativeinteger. For an Xvalued function / on Q, we define

f (＼o＼＼f(x)＼＼pdx)llP
if 1£/><oo,

ess sup||/(j:)|| if ^ = 00,
I xe.8

il/lli^C-O;JO =

(＼

Q＼＼f(x)V＼x＼-Ndx)UP
if l^P<co,

esssupi|/(x)|| if p = co,

U＼＼Hm-P,Q;X,= S ＼＼daf＼＼LP<Q;X>.

i a ism

Here all the derivatives daf are taken in the sense of distributions. If X=R,

we simply write HiAfl; *>, INk^ .n and ||-＼＼Hm-pcQ;x> as ||-＼＼Lp^,IHU?cfl>

and ||-||ffm-P(i3)respectively.

We introduce function spaces as follows:

LP(Q; J£)=the space of X valued functions such that ||/||lp<£;x->is finite.

Li(Q; X)=the space of Xvalued functions such that W/Wlp^q-, x->is finite.

Hm-P(Q; Z)=the space of functions f^Lp(Q; X) whose derivatives

daf, ＼a＼ttkm,in the sense of distributions, belong to

L＼Q; X).

The spaces LP(Q; X) and Hm-P(Q; X) are Banach spaces with the norms

IH|L*cfl;x> and ＼＼-＼＼Hm-p(Q;X),respectively.

Definition of Besov spaces. Let X be a Banach space with norm ||-||,Q

an open set in RiV, l^j&, ^^°o and a a real number such that a―m+d with

an integer m and 0<#^l.

(a) The case ?n^0 and 0<#<l: The Besov space B"Pii{Q＼ X) is the set

of all functions f^Hm-p(Q; X) such that the seminorm

I/I** cfl;;n= 2 lll3'l"'i|3a/(x+3')-9a/(x)!]^(i21J/;X)lli?(^)

=,?.(i^(i
fll.,

≫^+^8-/w≪""ri^)"t

is finite. Here i2*
≪=

C＼Q―jy and G―jy={z―jy; z<=Q}.
j=0

(b) The case w^O and 0=1: The Besov space Bap,q(Q; X) consists of all

functions f^Hm-p(Q; J£)such that the seminorm

l/lB*,8Cfl;Z>

= S W＼y＼-1＼＼daf{x+2y)-2daf(x+yndaf{x)＼＼Lv,Q
)X,＼＼lUrn,
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is finite.

The space BaPiq{Q; X) is a Banach space with the norm

ll/lla*
>gCfl;

X) = ll/llffm'p(S;X>+l/la*igCfl;X)･

(c) The case ra<0: The Besov space BaVi(l{Q;X) is the set of alldistribu-

tions / of the form

(2.1) /= S d≪fa, fa^Bep,q(Q; X).
|aiS-m

The space BaPt(l(Q;X) is a Banach space with the norm

ll/lls*Cfl;Z)= inf 2 H/alla* CO;*),
V-1 laia-m P-8

where the infimum is taken over all expressions of the form (2.1).

In the rest of this section we describe a characterization theorem of Besov

spaces. In the following we denote the interval (0, T) by /.

We introduce two function spaces.

(i) JCoCO is the set of all functions 0eC°°(J?2)which satisfy the follow-

ing conditions:

(2.2) For any t^R, there exists a compact set Kt in R such that Kt

contains the support of <p{t,･)･

(2.3) For any compact set K in /, there is a compact set K^cl such that

supp0(f, (t--)/z)(ZK1 for t<=K and 0<r^l.

(ii) JCm(I) is the set of m-th derivatives d $(t, s) of the functions in
<KQ(I).

Let 0o be a function in C (R) which satisfiesthe conditions:

r

supp0oC/, ＼ $o(t)dt=l.

J R

If 0<c<l, we define $, em, e%,as follows:

JYl(2.4) ${t,s)―^jsm(j>,{t-s)

emit, s)=
m-1 el 1
S dUfrs'^Cf-s)＼, m=l, 2, -

(2.5) e%(t, s)=2em(t, s)―＼em(t, r)em(t―cr, s―r)dr, m=l, 2, ･･･

Then we have the following results:

Lemma 2.1. The functions (f>,em and e% introduced above belong to the space

JC0(I). Further <f>,em and e%, belong to the space JC0(J) for any open interval
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Lemma 2.2 {Integral representation of distributions).Let 0<c^l and m=

l+h where I and h are non negative integers. Let <j),e%, be the functions as above.

If f is an X-valued distributionon I, then it can be represented as follows:

f{t)= ＼＼―$o.h[t, ), uiiz, s)) ―

h reI ＼ / f―s v ＼ rfT

where < , >s denotes the pairing of 3){R)XS)'(R; X) and

6i.0, s)=8id{6(t, s),

Theorem 2.1 {Characterization of Besov spaces). Let l^p, q^<^>, a^Rand

m a non-negative integer such that m>a, and 0<c^l. An X-valued distribution

f on I belongs to the space BaPiq(I;X) if and only if the following conditions

are satisUed:

M'^)

T-(t(t
t

f(s))^Lp(I; X) for any $<=JC0(I),

L)
'/<

Remark 2.1. (A)

h. Set

Then f<=B%,q(I;

s)＼ e/4((0, c); Lp(/; A")) for any <?><=JCm(I)

Let m, h and / be integers such that ―h<</</, m=l-＼-

<pk(t,s)=3?3j-*e*(*, s), k=0, ■■■,1.

X) if the following conditions are satisfied:

― <fik,m + l-ki S, ^), /(r))r =Z,£((O,c); L'(I; X))

for k=0. ･･･. /.

r-*(-^a-,.i(s, 1~^L), /(r))peLi((O, c) L"(I: X))

for ;=0, ･･･ , h

U
k(t,

±-±),
/(S)＼gL'(/; X) for k=0. ■■■.1
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(B) Furthermore, the norm of / in B°Pti(I,X) is equivalent with the sum

of the corresponding norms of the above functions.

Corollary 2.1. We have the following inclusions:

(2.6) K|?1(/; Dc5:y/; X) for l£qu ?,£≪>,≪,,≪,,.

(2.7) B^Ql(I; X)cB£,?2(I; X) for l^^^oo, <r<=J2.

(2.8) BIM＼ X)(ZL°°(I;X).

(2.9) BSM'> ^)CCTO([O, T]; Z) if m is a non negative integer.

(2.10) Bl,M; X)=Ce([0, T^; X) for O<0<1.

Further the inclusions(2.6),(2.7) anrf(2.8) are continuous.

Remark 2.2. From the inclusions (2.6) and (2.10),it follows that

C([0, T]; X)<zBl-{{I; X) for l-0<r^l.

Theorem 2.2. Le? l^/>, q^co and a^R. If g^Bap>q(I; X), then there

exists a sequence {gn}n=i such that

£≫eflJ.,(J;X)nCW,T-]; X),

gn―>g in B°{I;X)r＼L＼I;X) as n―>oo.

3. Analytic semigroups with weak singularity

In this section we briefly state properties of analytic semigroups with weak

singularity which will be used in the following section.

Theorem 3.1. Assume that a linear operator 91 satisfiesconditions(A.I),

(A.2) and (A.3)<?for O<0<1. Then we have the following:

(3.1) The operator % generates a semigroup ez% on X which is analytic in the

sector A(a)).

(3.2) The operators ^imez% and (dm/dzm)e*% are bounded operators on X for

any non-negative integer m and 26J(<jd),and satisfy the following

relation and estimate.

(e**)=9lme*a, 2eJ(<u)
dm

Here the letter Mm is a constant depending on m and a).
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Proof. We can define the semigroup e*% for any 0<s<g> as follows:

ez%=--^r[ezX{%-iyldX

283

Here F is a path in the set I(s) such that r=―ri-Jrr2 where

ri={re-i(,-r/2+o;0^r<oo}.

Then, according to Theorem 5.3 of Taira [3], we have the conditions (3.1)

and (3.2) for m=0, 1. In the following we show the condition(3.2) for general

w^2.

First we show the following formula:

(3.3)

(3.4)

(*■≪)=
1

2m

f re'tW-XyW,
m^l, 2EZf(s)

set

;j=rg-ior/a+o

＼ezX＼ =

0^r<oo

I o＼z＼ r icosc≪-/T/2-£) + i sin(a-;r/2-O) I

y e^(2I_;n-l||^rmg-mr.since-a)
C(e)

dm

For zeJ($) and X^Flt we

z= ＼z

Then we have

_0-|z| r .sin(£-a)

Hence it follows that for z<=AU) and AgF,

Similarly, for 2eJ(e) and Ae/＼ we let

z―＼z＼eia, 0^a<s,

A=reH*<2+£＼ 0<r<co

Then we have

Igtl __ IgUi r {cos(a + ^/2 + £)+i sin(a + jr/2+ O) I

__g-|2| r .sin(£+ a)

Hence it follows that for z(eA(s) and ief2

(3.5) mmgg;(^_^-1||^rmg-u|r.sin(6 + a)
C(g)

.

If z<eJ(s), we have by the estimates (3.4) and (3.5)
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f UmezX(^i-X)-1＼＼dX

^ S f Ume'xW-X)-l＼＼dX

<f/.M (c-＼z＼r.since-a)i j-ui r .sin(e+ a)Wy

= ＼z＼r.By interchanging the integral order, we have

I __1 (t>-＼*＼r -since-a) i o-＼z＼r .sin(£+ a) ＼Jy
Jo(l+r)^e

+e }

Jo ＼l+ p/|2 / |2

Since sin(s―≪)>0 and

-0/g-,o.sin(e-a)_j_g-p.sincs + a)^ ,

+a)>0, we obtain that

＼°°pm-e(e~p'sinCs~a:>Jre~p'sin'ie+a:')dp<co

This implies that the operator

Further we have

(3.6)

and

(3.7)

(O=

^
rXmez＼^-X)-ldl

is bounded on X for 2GJ(e)

Xme*＼%-X)-ldX, 2GJ(s)

Jm
f^r(≪"a) ^C＼z＼e"-m, zeiA(e)

s

XmezXX{^-X)-ldX.

~dz

Here the letter C is a constant depending on m and at.

Next, using induction on m, we show that

(3.8) -^r(e*a)=2lme*a, zeJ(s).

By Theorem 5.3 of [3], we have the equality (3.8) for m―＼. We assume that

the equality (3.8) holds for m^l. Then it follows from (3.6) that

dzm+A } 2izi

By Remarking that 3t(ST―^)-1=l-f-^(9t―A)"1,it follows that
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(e*a)=
1

2m
f XmezX%(%-l)-ldl-

=21

=21

-sM Xne'*dX
2tcz)r

2m )r I

(*■*)

dm + l

dz

u(t)=e^uQ+[

z<=A(e)

m^l

O^t^T.

285

dm+1

dzm+1

The closedness of 91 tellsus that

- -^■[9Umeti(Vi-X)-1dX =≪(-

Hence it follows that

4. Proof of Theorem 1.4

So, it sufficesto show that

F(-)=

m + 1 e*a

for ra^l

_(e^)=:2P+V*

The statements (3.7) and (3.8) imply that

||9t'IVa||^Mm|2|'-1-m, 2eJ(e)

with a constant Mm>0 depending on m and co.

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.

In this section we prove Theorem 1.4 by following the proof of Theorem

B of Muramatu [1]. If there exists a solution u of the problem (*) for uog

£)((―%)a)with l ―d<a<d, we can uniquely write the solution in the follow-

ing form :

%e≪-≫*f(s)ds

0

First we verify that u satisfies the condition (1.1). Theorem 1.3 tells us that

^＼eC([O, T]; X)r＼C＼(O,T]; X)

f>-J>a/(s)ds<=C([O,
T]; X)r＼C＼(O, T] ; X)

Sinceit is clearthat f^Blr,i(I;X) implies F^C([O, T]; X), we have only to

verify that FeC^O, T]; X). By Corollary2.1,we have

Bi i((fi,T); X)dCl(re, T] : Z) for any 0<£<T.
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Therefore, if F^Bl.&e, T); X) for any 0<s<T, it follows that FeCx((O,

T]; X).

Let /£be the open interval (s, T). In the following we simply write

＼ as L In order to verify that F^Bl^il,; X), we apply Theorem 2.1 with

1=1, and m=4. That is, we show that the function F satisfiesthe following

conditions for 0<c<l:

(4.1)

(4.2)

＼K--c -^F(s)ds^L"(Is; X) for 0eJCo(/£)

^-)F(s)dseLi((O, c); L-(/.; X))

for 0eJC4(/£)AcX4(/) (cf. Lemma 2.1 and Remark 2.1(A)).

First, we show that F satisfies the condition (4.1). Since 0 satisfies the

condition (2.3), we have

(4.3) w1 ― s

c
)F(s)ds JX'' ^-)(＼y'^f(r)dr)ds

By interchanging the integral order of s and r and by integration by substitu-

tion with s―r=s' the right hand of (4.3) becomes

$>('■
±T^.'"""f<-r)ir)d'

=s:(SX'.^ -Vs-r)9IdsW)dr

CT/CT-r / f ― S' ― r
)es'arfs')/(r)rfr

Again, by interchanging the integral order of s and r, it follows that

M
T-r /

Hence we have

w '-r-)F{s)H

y>%ds')f(r)dr

)f(r)dr

V(f t―s

c
―)f(r)dr

t―s'―r

c

rT cT-s' /
= ＼ e'"*ds'＼ A(t

Jo Jo ＼

Tes%ds

0

t-s'-r

c

r

Jo

Now we citea lemma which we use in order to estimate the right term

(cf. Muramatu [1], Lemma 3).

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that l<p^co, 0<r<l, f&LHI: X) and 6<EJCO(IA
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Then thereexistsa constantMi>0 such that

$:>(
･―s―r

T

)f(r)dr
LP<iI; X)

^Afxr-^ll/kic,;*,

for O^s^T.

By making use of Lemma 4.1 and the estimate

it follows that

(4.4)

<

w-^

Jo

-}F(s)ds

r

Jo
X

i°°c/s;X)

s―r

c

)

287

f(r)dr
L°°C/; X)

^CII/IUlC/;*,.

Here and in the following the letter C is a general constant independent of /.

Next we show that F satisfiesthe condition(4.2). Let (Xr^c, 0<e JiA{h)r＼

JCJI) and

U(t, 0=J ±f(t,̂ -)F(s)ds

We divide the integral with respect to s into two parts as follows:

U{z, t)=＼j<f>(t,̂)F(s)ds

Jo Jo t ＼ r
)f(r)dr

KMV^r'i^^)/^
=tfi(r,f)+tf2(r, 0.

We cite a lemma which is used in order to estimate Ui and U2 (cf. Mura-

matu [1], Lemma 4).

Lemma 4.2. Assume that l^p^oo, Q<r£c, f g L＼I; X) and $JeJC0(/≪).

T/zen ?/zereem^s a constant M*>0 such that

t>(
2 c>

j=o j !

'-~-)f{r)dr
LP<ne; x->

＼＼Uj(T,>)＼＼LPU;X) + M2sV1 + 1/p||/||L1(/: X)
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Uj(t,0=Jo―^.o(^, ―― )f(r)dr,

$j,k(t,s)=d{dfy(t,s).

Now we may assume that 0<c^e. Lemma 4.2 gives that

(4.5) ＼＼U1(t,-)h"aE;x>

<r ＼＼es*＼＼ds

Jo

rL,{.,^L)f(r)dr
L°°(/£; X)

＼j=o j !
-'Wfhia; x,)ds

<Cre{ S Tj＼＼Uj{z,OIIl-c/; x)+r2||/ILi(/; x)
＼j=0 /

Since 0eJC4(/e),^JC4(/), we can represent <f>as $(t,s)=di(p(t,s) where </>e

JCo(Ie)r＼J(o(I)-By interchanging the integral order, we have

Jr J o T ＼ T

=nrM.^=

=rxr>4-

)f(r)dr

rAes%ds)f{r)dr

S r y*Hs)f(r)dr

where <pi,j(t,s)=did{<p(t,s). By integration by parts, it follows that

[T-r 1 / t―s ― r

Hence we obtain that

(4.6)

y*dS=±<po.k(t, f I r){z%rke^

+rw(^ -＼Wes%ds

Jo ＼*=o ＼ r /Jo

We write the firstand second terms of (4.6) as

Jo T ＼

VAt, t)=nr^^

* T r)f(r)dr,
k

＼We*Hs)f(r)dr,
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respectively. That is, U2(t, t)is written as

Ui{r,t)=-hvk{T,t)+Vi{T,t).

By noting that

＼＼%metn＼＼^Mmte-1-m, t>0

with a constant MOT>0 for m=0, 1, 2, ･･･, Lemma 4.2 gives that

(4.7) ＼＼Vk{T,･)!lz-C7£;X)^C^(

Here

2 ＼＼r}vjk{r,OIIl≫(/: x)+r2||/||il(/; X))

for 6=0,1,2,3.

Vjk(T, t)=＼To-<pj.i(t,
^P)f{r)dr,

;=0, 1, 2, k=0, 1, 2, 3.
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V4(t, t)is, by interchanging the integral order of s and r, written by the

followino- form :

vt(T, t)=AT Wes%ds J-i^izt-y^

Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 give that

(4.8)
IIV^T, OIU-C/.;T)

rr-s 1 / ― o―y ＼i
jti-.―^fWr

£°°C/e; X)

^M^-^h
― Wv^r, OIIl-c/; x)+M2s3r-1||/||L1(/; z,ys

+ Ti^MiSd-5T-'＼＼f＼＼LlcI;X,dS

^Ct^y-5(^SJ＼＼VJO(T, ･)llL-(/;X)+ sV1||/||il(/;X))rf5

Cr≪jV-T-1||/||1ia;x)ds

Hence we have

(4.9) ＼＼U2(T, .)IU-C/,; X^ 23 ＼＼Vk(T, OIU-C/,;
X)

ft=0

^CS/(2/l|i;,*(r, ･)ll^a;x)+(r2+r3^)||/|Ula;X))

By the estimates (4.5) and (4.9), we have
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(4.10)
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||T lU(t, OIIlJcCO.c); Z,°°a.;X))

Jo r

/ 2
C1"5)M,<r, OlliJcCO.c); Z.°°C/;X))

+ S 23 ＼＼T~a~^Vjk(T, OlliicCO.c); L°°CJ;X≫+U＼＼lHI; X))

7= 0 k = 0 '

By Remark 2.1 (B), it follows that

(4.11) ＼＼T-lU(T,Olklcco.O;!-(/,;X))^C(||/|U^c/; X)+ll/llliC/;X))･

It has been proved that F satisfiesthe condition (4.2).

Now, by making use of Remark 2.1 (B), the estimates (4.6) and (4.11)

imply that

(4.12) II^IUi^c^^^Cdl/ll^c/ixj+ll/llLic/;^).

Now we verify that u. given bv the formula

M(0=g£2lMo+(V£-S)S7(s)ds
Jo

satisfiesthe conditions (1.2) and (1.3). Theorem 1.3 tellsus that et%u0 satisfies

the conditions (1.2) and (1.3). By virtue of Theorem 2.2, there exists a sequence

{/≪}≪=!such that

(4.13) /≫ =£#(/; X)r＼C＼Z0, T]; X),

(4.14) /,―>/ in B^(I; X)nL＼I; X).

We let

Fn(0=4V£-s)a/n(s)rfs
Jo

Then we have by Theorem 1.3

f.ecmr]; X),

(t)=WFn(t)+fJt), 0<t^T.
dFn

dt

By applying the inequality (4.12) to f―fn and F―Fn, we have

＼＼F-Fn＼＼BilCIs.,x^Caf-fnUi^j, x,+ ＼＼f-fn＼＼LlU]x,)

Using the statement (4.14), we obtain that
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WF-FnllBl^itX)―>0 as n―> oo.

On the other hand, we have

KFn-

<

/ 71T"

(A m
AHjL dF

(4-17) dt ~"df

(4.18)

+/

a°

B£,ia*; X)

dF_

dt
+/

BSo ic-fc-;*>

dFn

dt

dF_

dt

BZ i<'e; x~>

dt

K.i^e; *>

―> 0 as n ―> co

(0-/(0 in X
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dt

dFn

dt

ll/n-/IU^1(/2;X) +

We estimate the two terms of the right. The inclusion (2.6)and the statement

(4.14) tellus that

(4.16) H/n-/ll<1C/.;X,<C||/≫-/|Ul,:?C/.;X}

^C||/≫―/H^-Ja; jt)―>0 as n―> oo .

The definition of Besov spaces and (4.15) give that

^WFn―FWs^
l(/£;x)―>0

as n―> oo

From (4.16) and (4.17),it follows that

!"■-£-'

By using the inclusion (2.8), if ?e/s, the statements (4.15) and (4.18) imply-

that as n―>oo

Fn(t)―>F(t) in X,

WFn(t)―*

By virtue of the closedness of 21,it follows that

F{t)<BR{%), 0<t^T,

dF
slF(°:rT(0"/(0' o<t£T.

The proof of Theorem 1.4 is now complete.

Remark 4.1. The proof of Theorem 1.4 tellsus that for any s>0

/efltftfO, T); X)=$F<=Bl.l((e, T); X).

This implies that the regularity of F is as maximal as possible. In other words,

if <7>1 and l^?^°o, it does not necessarily hold that FgB^,?((£, T); X) if
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f^Bl-m, T); X).
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